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The purpose of this project was to create a
handboook designed for use by primary teachers who are
interested in learning more about Reading Recovery.
handbook covers the following issues:
description of Reading Recovery, 2)
started, 3)

1)

The

a brief

how to get a program

how to select, plan for, and when to

discontinue students from Reading Recovery services, 4)
Reading Recovery teaching procedures, 5) where training
sites are located, 6) a bibliography of suggested books,
and 7) obtaining books through mini-grant applications
and book orders.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Educators who work with students of all a~s realize
the importance of preparing a literate population.

Those

who teach very young children are keenly aware of the
implications of missed opportunities for children who
exhibit behaviors of reading delay or failure when their
formal education is just beginning.
Children who fail to learn to read in their first
year of school will likely fail to achieve in almost all
other areas of the school curriculum (Boehnlein, 1987).
This failure leads to loss of self esteem during their
schooi rears and their need for remedial services makes
them ar.~pensive educational liability.
In Washington it costs $3,578 per year for each
child who is retained

(Office of the Superintendent of

Public Instruc~ion, 1991-92).

According to Pinnell

(1991) ~ildren who repeat first grade initially appear
to know more, but soon fall behind.
According to the United States Department of
Education (1990) 782,713 children, ages six to 21, were
classified Learning Disabled in 1976-77.

This

represented 23.8 percent of all children receiving
special education services.

By 1988-89, the number of
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children classified as Learning Disabled more than
doubled to 1,973,291 or 49.9 percent.

In Washington, it

costs $5,472 per year to assess and work with each
student who has been classified Learning Disabled (Office
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1991-92).
Further, Chapter 1 services which are provided for the
education of economically disadvantaged students cost
$941 per student per year.

Special education, through

the Education for All Handicapped Children's Act of 1975
incorporates protections that insure handicapped students
their right to a free and appropriate education.
According to Chall, Heron, Hilferty (1987),
approximately 27 million Americans are able to read only
the simplest texts and street signs, most of which are
written below fourth grade reading level.

About 45

million Americans are only able to read at an eighth
grade reading level.

Examples would include the ability

to read a local newspaper or articles in a digest
magazine. Further, if standards for literacy were set at
the ability to read technical manuals in industry, equal
to that of a high school student, 72 million Americans
would be considered illiterate (Chall, et. al.).
An individual who leaves school as a non-reader
continues to be a social liability, lacking the basic
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skills needed for self support and the ability to make an
economic contribution to society (Boehnlein, 1987).
Illiteracy not only hurts the individual, but also the
economy and well being of the nation.

Chall (1987)

states:
If adult literacy is not to remain a permanent
problem, we will also need to take a long, hard look
at prevention of the problem in the elementary
schools and high schools.

Evidence exists that

difficulties in learning to read can be detected
early.

Moreover, early treatment can prevent adult

illiteracy.

Solutions to the problem of adult

illiteracy must also be tied to programs for the
improvement of literacy among young people. (p.196)
In 1962, Dr. Marie M. Clay, a New Zealand child
psychologist, extremely concerned about reading failure,
set out to develop a program to prevent the onset of
reading failure.

Her program addressed the needs of

at-risk first graders before reading failure behaviors
became learned and reinforced.
It is my belief that at the important years between
five through seven, we begin the production of
inefficient systems of functioning, which keep them
crippled in this process throughout their school
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careers.

As older readers they are difficult to

help because they are habituated in their
inefficiency

(Clay, 1979 p.124).

After ten years of classroom observation, Clay
formulated a program that would encourage poor readers to
replicate behaviors good readers use.
program Reading Recovery.

She named her

This early intervention

program supports young readers who are experiencing
difficulty in their first year of formal reading
instruction (Pinnell, Fried, Estice, 1990).

Statement of Problem
The problem of this study was that by the time atrisk students qualify for special services in the United
States, they are significantly behind academically and
emotionally insecure about their abilities and the people
providing servies to them need to know about new,
effective programs.

Research shows (Slavin, 1987) that

due to the nature of many remedial programs children
remain at a level behind their classmates.

These

programs appear to exacerbate rather than ameliorate the
children's learning problems.

The insecurities of such

children are further fueled by the need to attach a
frequently pejorataive educational label to them in order
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to receive government funding. There is a need to
dessiminate information about effective programs such as
Reading Recovery.
Reading Recovery, is a program designed to prevent
reading failure before it becomes a serious problem.
This program addresses the educational needs of children
who need additional instructional assistance in their
first year of school, without the need for labeling.

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to develop and
assemble a 42 page handbook designed for use by primary
teachers, who are interested in preventing reading
failure through a program known as Reading Recovery.

The

handbook included an overview of Reading Recovery, how to
initiate and implement a Reading Recovery program,
training sites, a bibliography of suggested books used in
Reading Recovery, and grant and book order forms. The
goal of this handbook was to assist primary teachers in
gaining insight in the Reading Recovery program.

Educational Significance
This study was educationally significant because the
problem of poor readers in the primary grades is
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pervasive, but the
them are inadequat
Allington

&

McGill

) found

little evidence to
education remedial

~

reading skills of

:!ID.

the

Remediation comes too late and is ineffective (Pinnell,
1991).

Remediation classes tend to slow down instruction

(Savage, 1987).

Reading Recovery, an intervention for at

-risk first graders addresses the need to accelerate
learning at an early age, before failure sets in.

Limitations of the Study
The following limitations of this study were
recognized:
1.

The author is not a trained Reading Recovery
teacher.

2.

The author has had limited observation of a
Reading Recovery program

3.

Because Reading Recovery is a relatively new
program, limited literature exists.

4.

Research addresses students in grades one
through three, primarily.
Definition of Terms

1.

Reading Recovery -

An intensive one-on-one
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intervention program
for first graders who have been
found to be "at risk" of failing to learn to read.
2.
At-risk student - Students who have problems
learning to read, due many times to lack of opportunities
or circumstances of low socio-economic status.
3. Greatest need - Those students performing in the
bottom 20% of their class are in the greatest need of
help.
4. Teacher Leader - Someone who conducts the inservice training for those wishing to become Reading
Recovery teachers. The Teacher Leader also organizes the
program, collects and analyzes data on children and
serves as an advocate for Reading Recovery.
5. Teachable moment - As the teacher works
alongside the child, constant encouragement and support
are offered at the appropriate time to enhance student
success.
6. Talking while observing
During a training
session, a teacher in training tutors their student
behind a one-way glass, while observers discuss the
strengths and weakness of the lesson.
7. On the run - The Reading Recovery training
calls for Reading Recovery teachers to sharpen their
abilities to observe and to make decisions "on the run"
while teaching.
8. Roaming around the known - After a child has
been selected for Reading Recovery a time is set aside
for the child and teacher to become better acquainted.
During the first ten days, referred to as "roaming around
the known", the teacher and child explore reading and
writing. No new information is introduced. No actual
teaching takes place.
9. Teaching for strategies - The teacher works
alongside the child, helping to untangle confusions, and
intervening to teach the kind of effective strategies
good readers use.
10.
"In the head" processes - Those processes used
during reading that cannot be directly observed, such as
use of background knowledge, or cross-checking.
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11.
Complex reading behaviors - Learning to read
includes a series of behaviors that are difficult to
perform and unique for each child.
12. Self-improving system - A set of
understandings that will help the reader continue solving
problems while reading even when an adult is not there.
Organization of Project
Chapter One includes an explanation of the project
including a rationale and description of the handbook.
Chapter Two is a review of the related research
concerning Reading Recovery.

Chapter Three is a

description of the procedures used in designing the
handbook based on related research.
Chapter Four is the handbook itself containing seven
sections:
1.

Rationale and Characteristics of Reading
Recovery

2.

How to Get a Reading Recovery Program
Started

3.

Selection of Students,The Daily Lesson
Plan, and Discontinuation of Students

4.

A Sample of Reading Recovery Teaching
Procedures

5.

A Bibliography of Books Used in Reading
Recovery

6.

A List of Reading Recovery Training Sites

7.

Grant applications and Book Order Forms
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Chapter Five summarizes the project, presents
conclusions, and offers recommendations.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter includes a review of the literature of
Reading Recovery.

The areas to be covered are: 1)

Characteristics of the Reading Recovery Program, 2) The
Reading Recovery Program Design, 3) Documented Studies,
4) The Disadvantages of Reading Recovery, and 5) The
Expansion of Reading Recovery.

Characteristics of the Reading Recovery Program

Reading Recovery is a program of early intervention
for children who are at-risk of reading failure in their
first year of school.

It was originally developed by New

Zealand child psychologist and educator Marie M. Clay.
Her early research (Clay, 1990) applied theories and
methodologies of developmental psychology to the
acquisition of literacy using continuous text.
Eighty to ninety percent of children do not need
special, intensive instruction such as Reading Recovery
(Pinnell, 1991).

Good teaching in the regular classroom

is enough for most children to become independent,
successful readers.

However, even skilled, caring

teachers who create a good learning environment have

10
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students in their classroom who are not making enough
progress to keep up with their peers.

When these

children first begin to have difficulty, they need
"something extra" to help them.

That is the purpose of

Reading Recovery.
Reading Recovery is founded on the theory that it is
most educationally productive to intervene early
(Pinnell, DeFord, Lyons, 1988).

The longer the

inefficient reading strategies are practiced, the harder
it is to develop efficient reading strategies.

Reading

Recovery is based on the premise that early, intensive
help has optimum potential for lasting impact and for
reducing the need for continued compensatory help (De
Ford, Lyons,

&

Pinnell, 1991).

Reading Recovery

intervention takes place before the emotional impact and
confusion of failure occurs.
Children

develop independent strategies to continue

learning without the need for intensive extra help.
Reading Recovery is considered a short-term intervention
rather than a continuing remedial program.
Reading Recovery is founded on the principle that
reading is a strategic process that takes place inside
the reader's mind

(Pinnell, et.al. 1988).

Clay's

studies (1985) revealed behaviors that signal internal
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processes or cues young readers use naturally.

Clay

observed the techniques of good and poor readers, and
discovered a difference in the use of what she called "in
the head strategies" between the two groups.

The

following strategies were identified as characteristic of
good reading in the initial stages:
1.

Early strategies for operating with print.

Good

readers know how to read with word-by-word matching, to
move left to right across the print, and to use a return
sweep instead of "snaking" back right to left.
2.

Self-monitoring.

Good readers use meaning,

their own sense of language structure, and visual
information to monitor their reading.

Good readers think

about their reading and are aware when their reading does
not make sense or does not sound like a recognized
language pattern.

They are aware of discrepancies

between their reading and the print.
3.

Cross checking.

Good readers cross-reference

the different kinds of information that they bring to the
reading of a text.

A good reader uses one kind of

information to predict a word, but will check that
prediction by using another source of information.
example would be:
unknown word.

An

The child is reading and comes to an

The child is taught to return to the
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beginning of the sentence and try it again.

If the word

is still unknown, the child checks the beginning sound,
makes a choice while checking to see if tnat word matqhes
the picture.

Phonics help children come up with

approximate pronunciations, enough so they can determine
the word coupled with background knowledge. Visual
information, the way the print looks on the page, also
helps good readers to cross check information.

Good

readers are active problem solvers, using a variety of
strategies.

4.

Searching for cues.

Good readers actively

search for and use linguistic cues, syntactic, semantic,
and graphophonemic.

Information from these systems

assist the reader find meaning.

Readers also draw from

their own background experiences or pictures, and
language structure learned from conversations at home or
having books read aloud.
5.

Self-correction.

Good readers are able to use

the strategies they need when they need them.

They are

searching and cross-checking to correct their own errors
when pecessary to construct meaning from the printed
text.

Time is not wasted waiting for the teacher to

help.
~oor readers have not refined the perceptual and
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cognitive functioning that develops between five and
seven years (Clay, 1972).

Consequently, poor readers

build inefficient systems of functioning, which keep them
crippled in the reading process throughout their school
careers.
To reduce the incidence of functionally disorganized
readers, Clay (1975) believes these Reading Recovery
principles must be accepted:
1.

The first two years of instruction are critical

for learning to read, because this is the formation stage
of an efficient or inefficient behavioral system.
2.

The best approach is to teach and then to

observe behavior rather than administer tests that can
only predict failure, or describe a level of performance.
3.

Remedial efforts will be most economical when

applied close to the point where the faulty learning
begins.
4.

Visual exploration, visual scanning, and visual

perception of the symbol system used in print are firstyear learning tasks of major importance.
5.

Language skills are very important for reading

progress, but cannot be applied to reading until the
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child has learned where to direct his attention.
Another characteristic of the Reading Recovery
program is that it adheres to the notion that reading and
writing are reciprocal processes (Pinnell, et. al. 1988).
Everyday children in Reading Recovery classrooms are
given the opportunity to write a self-composed sentence
or story to learn hear and write the sounds of words
(Boehnlein, 1987).

As children read and write, they are

able to make the connections that develop concepts anq
skills.

Writing is used in Reading Recovery lessons as a

support to developing reading strategies (Pinnell, et al.

1988).

A study of instruction in American classrooms

(Bridge

&

Hiebert, 1985) revealed that in 9rades one,

three, and five, only 15 percent of the school day was
spent in any kinq of writing activity.

F~rthermore, two-

thirds of the writing that did occur was word for word
copying in workbooks (as cited in Anderson, Hiebert,
Scott,

&

Wilkinson, 1985, p. 80).

According to Anderson et. al.

(1985), the problew

with many programs is the over emphasis on phonics.

The

study recommended that only beginning reading programs
should present well-designed phonics instruction.
Phonics instruction is useful when children hear the
sound~ associated with most letters in isQlation, blends,
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and in words.

Phonics instruction should be kept simple

and should be completed by the end of second grade. "In a
well-designed reading program, mastering ~ne parts does
not become an end in itself, but a means to an end.
There is a proper balance between practic~ of the parts
and practice of the whole" (Anderson, et. al. 1985,
p.17).
Reading Recovery philosophy supports the idea that
lettef/sound corr~spondence can be effecttvely taught
within the context of extended reading and writing
(Pinnell, 1990).

During a writing activity the child

composes a sentence or story word by word, working out
sounq-to-letter correspondences, with teaoher assistance.
Reading entire books is another characteristic found
in the Reading Recovery program.

Reading Recovery is

based on a view that children learn to read by reading.
To make accelerated progress in reading, children must
engage in reading whole books (Pinnell, et. al. 1988).
The amount of time children spend on silent reading in
the average classroom is seven to eight minutes a day
(Leinhardt, Zigmond

&

Cooley, 1981, as cited in Anderson

et. al. 1985).
Pinnell (1989), an advocate of Reading Recovery,
believes children at-risk of reading failure must make
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the accelerated progress needed in order to catch up with
their peers.

Acceleration is achieved by providing

experiences that allow a child to move at a comfortab+~,
successful pace.

The cost effectiveness depends on a

rapiq recovery time.

Catching up to classmates who make
''

average progress is a critical factor in the feasibility
of th~ Reading Recovery program (Clay, 19~0).
How literacy is taught in school has a tremendous
influence on children's developing concepts about reading
(Pinnell, et. al. 1988).

Programs that are linked to

abstract drill on small segments of language do not
provide the experience in reading whole books.

Children

begin to view reading as filling in blanks on paper and
fail to integrate isolated activities into the larger
process of constructing meaning from text.
Reading Recovery is characterized by lessons that
will encourage fluency by reading familiar material.
Children gain fluency, and successfully use metacognitive
strategies to build on what they already know.

Reading

Recovery recommends that stories are interesting and easy
for the child to read and include language close to the
child's natural way of talking (Pinnell, et. al. 1988).
According to Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave,
Coen, Dishaw

&

Moore. (1978), American students spend up
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to 70 percent of the time allocated for reading
instruction working on independent practice, or "seatwork".

Children spend considerably more time with their

workbooks than they do receiving instruction from their
teachers (as cited in Anderson et.al. 1985, p. 74).
It is a commonly accepted precept that all children
should have ready access to a plethora of interestin~r
fun books to select.

However, an analysis of schools

that have been successful in promoting independent
reading suggests that 15 percent of the nation's schools
do not have libraries (Matthews, 1966).

In most of the

remaining schools, the collections are small, averaging
just over 13 vol4mes per student.

Moreov~r, in 1978,

schools that did have libraries were adding less than a
book per student a year

(as cited in And~rson et. al.

1985, p.78).
Reading Recqvery is not based on the use of any Qne
set of reading texts or one teaching method.

Rather, it

depends on teachers developing a systematic knowledge of
the reading-writing process and helping children acquire
the s}rategies th~t they need to obtain m~aning from
texts

(Pinnell, 1989).

Once teachers are trained to

work with children in Reading Recovery, they are able to
seleqt and use bApks tailored to each child's abilitf and
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interest.
To surrunarize, Reading Recovery is characterized by
the b~lief that e~rly intervention is imperative, that
children must develop

strategies for successful,

indep~ndent readipg, that reading and writing are
reciprocal processes, that letter/sound correspondence is
best taught within the context of extended reading and
writing activities, that children learn to read by
reading whole boq~s, that children use metacognitive
strategies to build on strengths, and of utmost
importance, that through a personal, tailored program
chilgfen become ijfOficient readers who lov~ reading.

Rea~}ng Recovery Program Des+wn

The Reading Recovery program includes: teacher
training, a plan for the selection of stuq~nts, daily
lesson plans, and a plan for the discontinuation of
stud~pts from th~ program.
Teacher Training
~~achers who volunteer for the Reading Recovery
program must be certified teachers who have demonstrated
good teaching at the primary level for at least three
year~ (Pinnell,~}· al. 1988).

Experienc1p teachers

~~e
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needed because the intensive training requires Reading
Recovery teachers to understand reading theory, to be
sensttive observers of reading and writing, and to make
moment-to-moment decisions about instruction while
teaching.

Currently, there are thirteen ~raining centers

in the United States (Freid, 1992).

A list of the

training sites c~n be found in Section E

qt

the handbook.

Teachers meet for two and one half hours each week
during the one-year training period.

The¥ begin working

with children as soon as they learn to administer the
diagn9stic survey and how to select students for the
progrf!.Ill.

This usually requires approximat~ly 30 hours of

training.
The Teacher Leader is the key implementer of the
Readipg Recovery program.

Teacher Leader~ should hav~ a

Master's degree and experience in teaching young children
(Pinn~ll et. al.
many duties.

1988).

The Teacher Leagers perform

They work with four children each day,

conduct the year long course for teachers, visit teachers
in training and classroom teachers at their schools, work
with district administrators to set up ar+angements for
implementing Reading Recovery in their district, and
coordinate and collect data to be used to monitor
children's progress (Pinnell, et. al. 1988).
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Three or four times during the year, teachers in
training instruct a child behind a one-way glass while
the other teachers in training analyze the child's
reading behavior and the teacher's responses (Boehnlein,
1987).

The Teacher Leader guides the discussion and

enables teachers to master diagnostic techniques and
teaching strategies that will improve their instruction.
Once training has been completed Reading Recovery
teachers teach four children individually in 30 minute
sessions each day.

It has been found (Pinnell, 1991) to

be unproductive for teachers to work all day in Reading
Recovery due to the intense, personalized nature of the
program.

Also, teachers must keep careful records of

each child's strengths and progress.

During the rest of

the school day, Recovery teachers may teach in regular
classrooms, or other remedial reading groups (Pinnell,
1991).
Reading Recovery teachers are responsible for
communicating with the children's regular classroom
teachers about the program and about individual
children's progress.

Recovery teachers conference with

regular teachers regarding children who are having
difficulty in reading and observe Reading Recovery
children in classroom reading groups, as well as continue
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to monitor the progress of children after they have left
the program.

Classroom teachers offer advice on the

selection of children for the Reading Recovery program
and make suggestions when a child's participation might
be discontinued.
Reading Recovery teachers also are responsible for
actively involving parents.

They conference with parents

when children enter and leave the program.

They also

arrange for parents to observe a Reading Recovery lesson
with their child.
Dunkeld (1990) conducted a study to determine
whether the Reading Recovery program could be implemented
successfully from the descriptions provided in The Early
Detection of Reading Difficulties (1985) without
experienced supervision.

Several Chapter 1 teachers were

selected to attend the training sessions once a week at
Portland State University.

Ten children were randomly

selected to participate from a pool of thirty-two at-risk
first graders.

The remaining twenty-two children were

referred to as the comparison group.

The project lasted

about four months, with an average of sixty lessons.

The

children made gains, but the team felt the children were
not ready to be discontinued.
The problems they encountered were: 1) lack of
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ability to select appropriate texts, 2) acceleration was
lacking, and 3) the program lasted longer than they had
originally planned.

It was concluded that efficient,

cost-effective implementation could not be fully realized
without supervision from a trained Teach~f Leader.

Student Selection for Reading Recovery
.'
Early in the first grade, students who show signs of
reading or writing problems are referred to a Reading
Recovery teacher for further observation.

Children are

selected on the basis of the diagnostic survey test
results and conferences with classroom teachers about the
child's reading behaviors (Boehnlein, 1987).

A child who

is selected for Reading Recovery is one who has not
developed effective reading processes for whatever reason
(Clay, 1990).

The program does not select children by

category or cause of the problem but only on literacy
progress to date.
It should be noted, according to Wasik

&

Slavin

(1990), that Reading Recovery has a policy of not serving
students who have already been retained in first grade
and students who have been identified from special
education.

However, Clay (1988) purports,

"The Reading

Recovery program does not exclude anyone in ordinary
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classrooms for any reason.

Reading Recovery is aimed at

all children having early reading difficulties,
regardless of the origin of such difficulties."
The diagnostic survey includes the following
assessments:
1.

(Pinnell, 1989)

Letter Identification:

The child is asked to

identify the 26 letters of the alphabet, upper and lower
case.
2.

Word Test:

The child is asked to read from a

list of high-frequency words.
3.

Concepts about Print:

The teacher and child

interact while the teacher reads a specially constructed
book, Stones (Clay, 1979b) or Sand (Clay, 1972).

The

teacher then asks the child to perform a set of tasks and
answer questions designed to discover what the child
knows about the conventions of print.
4.

Writing Vocabulary:

Within a ten minute period,

the child is asked to write all the words he or she can.
5.

Dictation Task:

The teacher reads a sentence.

The child then attempts to write it. Spelling is not at
issue, rather the child's ability to hear sounds in words
and represent them with letters. The responses are scored
on the basis of the number of phonemes the child can
write.
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6.

Text Reading:

The child is asked to read a

story from a series of texts of graded difficulty.

The

score represents the highest level of text the child can
read with at least 90 per cent accuracy in word
recognition.

Also, miscues are analyzed to provide the

teacher with evidence about the child's use of strategies
and to what degree the child is reading for meaning.
After all the testing has taken place and the
results are recorded, the Reading Recovery teacher
selects four children from the lowest 20 percent of the
first-grade classes.

The rest of the students wait until

places become available when original students move, or
no longer need individual help (Boehnlein, 1987).

Daily Lesson Plan
For the first ten days after selection for Reading
Recovery, the teacher engages the child in reading and
writing activities

that are loosely defined.

That is,

the teacher is not trying to teach anything new.

This

period of time, defined as "roaming around the known"
occurs immediately after the child has entered the
program

(Pinnell, 1990).

The teacher and child explore

together what the child already knows.

This allows the

teacher to learn more about the child, develop a working
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rapport and initiate a feeling of success.

Children

learn that taking risks is valued in the Reading Recovery
setting where thinking and problem solving are more
important than accuracy.

After this initial period, the

specific Reading Recovery program begins.
Reading Recovery lessons follow a specific sequence
and have one clear objective:

to accelerate the child's

learning at a faster rate than the learning in the
classroom

(Pinnell, 1990).

The teacher and child work

together every day for 30 minutes.

However to become an

independent reader, the pupil must do the real work of
reading.

The teacher's role is to assist the child to

organize the details about letters and words, eliminating
confusions immediately that might stand in the way of
understanding and getting the meaning.

There is no

manual or printed sequence of lessons for the teacher to
follow, as each child's program is unique.

Reading

Recovery lessons are specifically designed to help
children become independent readers.

A Reading Recovery

lesson includes the following components: (Clay, 1988)
1.

Rereading of familiar small books for fluency

and reinforcing new skills.

Some of the familiar books

are chosen by the teacher because they offer certain
teaching and learning opportunities; others are selected
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by the child.

The bibliography of suggested books

contains over one thousand titles.

Most of the books

mentioned can be obtained from the library, or
inexpensively through book clubs.

A bibliography of

suggested books can be found in Section F of the
handbook.
The Story Box books are used in many Reading
Recovery classrooms as well.

Developed in New Zealand in

1974, the Story Box books are whole stories told in
natural language patterns.
2.

Taking a running record of text reading.

Everyday the teacher takes a record of the child's
independent reading behavior.

The child is expected to

orally read a book that was read together the previous
day for the first time, while the teacher records the
reading using a shorthand miscue coding technique.
The child is not expected to read the book with
complete accuracy.

The text should be somewhat

difficult, but not so difficult that the child struggles.
The teacher may help the child with a word if reading has
stopped.

If the child is reading at 90% - 95% accuracy

for word recognition, the text is probably at the
appropriate level.
After the lesson the teacher analyzes the record,
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thus better understanding the child's use of cues.

This

analysis helps the teacher make decisions about the next
day's selection of books.
3.

Working with letters.

Using plastic letters on

a magnetic board, the teacher works through letter/sound
correspondence tactilely.

The activities occur during

reading and writing periods in the lesson.
4.

Writing a self-composed message or story.

The

teacher helps the child compose a sentence or story
which is written in a composition book.

The child writes

the known words, and the teacher assists with the unknown
words.

Children learn to analyze words and make links

between sounds and letters.
5.

Cutting up a duplicate of the message or story.

The child cuts up a copy of the message or story, puts it
back together, and self-corrects it if necessary.

The

teacher writes the message or story on a paper, the
student cuts it up, then puts it back together.
6.

Reading a new book.

Every day the child is

introduced to a new book that is somewhat more
challenging than the one before.

Rather than reading the

book to the child, the teacher and child spend time
discussing the pictures, and predicting what the story
might be about.

The introduction of the new book will
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vary based on the child's strengths and needs at that
time. The new book then becomes the familiar book for the
next day's lesson.

Discontinuation of Students from Reading Recovery
Students are tutored until one of two things
happens.

If students reach the level of independent

performance compared to their classmates in the middle
(average) reading group, they are "discontinued".

If

after approximately 60 lessons this average level of
performance is not achieved, the students are released
from the program, but not considered to be discontinued
(Wasik

&

Slavin, 1990).

They may be referred for further

analysis for placement in a different setting such as
Special Education.
According to DeFord (1992) the only adaption made ir
Reading Recovery for use in the United States was the use
of a Scott Foresman Informal Reading Inventory rather than
the Diagnostic Survey test results for discontinuation.
Standardized tests cannot be used as discontinuing criteria
for any reason.

Once students leave the program, the

Reading Recovery teacher remains in touch with the
classroom teachers involved concerning the child's progress
for up to three years.
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Documented Studies

Results of the Reading Recovery program in New
Zealand indicated that children from Maori, Pacific
Island, and European groups who were at-risk of reading
failure made accelerated progress while receiving the
individual tutoring (Clay, 1979).

After an average of 12-

14 weeks in the Reading Recovery program, 95 percent of
the children had caught up with their peers and needed no
further extra help.

Children retained their gains and

continued to be within the average range or higher in
reading in their classroom three years hence (Clay,
1985).
Wasik

It should be noted that research compiled by
&

Slavin, (1990), evaluating Reading Recovery in

New Zealand, found the evaluation focused
entirely on "discontinued" students (those who were
successful in the program).
The pilot project in Columbus, Ohio, was conducted
in 1984-85.

Positive results of the pilot project

encouraged the Columbus Public Schools to proceed with
implementation of the Reading Recovery program the
following year (National Diffusion Network, 1984-90).

It

was also decided to initiate a longitudinal study of the
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effects of Reading Recovery.
Thirty-two teachers Reading Recovery teachers were
involved in the 1985-1986 project (Pinnell, Fried,
Estice, 1990).

First grade children from six urban

schools who scored in the bottom 20 percent of their
class were randomly assigned either to Reading Recovery
or to another compensatory program.

Of the 136 children

assigned to Reading Recovery in September, 73.5 percent
were successfully discontinued from the program at
various times during the school year having received an
average of 67 daily, thirty minute lessons during the
year.

The other 26.5 percent of children were not

discontinued by the end of the school year (National
Diffusion Network, 1984-1990).

Comparison children

received daily, thirty-minute lessons all year.

As a

child is discontinued, that is, becomes able to read at
average levels and to demonstrate independent reading,
the next child on the list is admitted.
All the children were tested at the end of the year.
Results showed that Reading Recovery children performed
better than the comparison group on all measures of the
Diagnostic Survey (Pinnell, et. al. 1990).
This group of children was followed until May, 1989
(National Diffusion Network, 1984-1990).

A study of the
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sustained effects showed that both groups had continued
to make progress.

However, the discontinued Reading

Recovery children could read significantly higher levels
of text than could the comparison children (Pinnell,
et.al. 1990). It should be noted that students in the
comparison group were tutored in groups of two to four.
Further, while the initial teaching was conducted by
reading specialists, the practice sessions were carried
out by paraprofessionals (Pinnell, et. al. 1988).

The Disadvantages of Reading Recovery

Many children who score poorly on reading tests may
still turn out to be good readers (Clay, 1990).

Because

of this, critics have claimed that many children who
score poorly on reading tests may be enrolled in the
Reading Recovery program unnecessarily.
Should educators do nothing so that those who are
going to succeed alone do?

What about the

consequential error of not identifying children who
need help?

Which is the error which concerns

educators most; overlooking children who
subsequently fail or including children who could
have made it on their own?

Administrators searching
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for more effective policies for reducing literacy
problems in their schools do not ask whether the
children might have done it alone.

Which of the two

types of errors threatens the program; the
unnecessary success, or the unnecessary failures?
But that is a pragmatic issue, not a scientific
one." (Clay, 1990, p.22)
Any innovation, especially one with the unique
features of Reading Recovery might create conflict within
a school system (Pinnell, 1990).

Many times, in order to

survive, the program loses it's innovative features and
is molded to better fit in the system.
Another disadvantage of Reading Recovery is the
substantial cost to initiate the program. Slavin, (1987)
suggests

Chapter 1 funds be diversified into programs

that have proven effective in accelerating the
achievement of students at risk of school failure.

In

addition, it is suggested, Chapter 1 should provide
resources to help fund research and development of new
effective models, exempt from Chapter 1 restrictions, and
establish independent evaluation centers.
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The Expansion of Reading Recovery

Reading Recovery became the national early
intervention program of New Zealand in 1979, after three
years of development and four years of researched trials
(Clay, 1985).

The Reading Recovery program has expanded

into Victoria, Australia; Ontario, Canada; England, and
the United States (Pinnell, et. al, 1988).

The first

United States project was adapted and tested in Columbus,
Ohio from 1984-1988.

Now Reading Recovery is a state

wide program in Ohio, existing in 228 school districts.
(Pinnell, et, al.

1988).

Since 1990, Reading Recovery

Teacher Leader training sites have increased from five to
eighteen (Fried, 1992).

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to develop a handbook
designed for use by primary teachers who are interested
in preventing reading failure through an early
intervention program known as Reading Recovery.
The goal of this study was to acquire increased
knowledge of Reading Recovery.

In order to do that,

these procedures were used:
1.

A review of the literature was conducted.

Books, journals, documents and conference papers were
used to describe the history, program design, and
evaluation of the Reading Recovery program.
2.

Telephone interviews with Betty McKee,

Superintendent, Omak, Washington, Andrea McCarrier and
Diane DeFord, Ohio State University and Mary Ann Unger,
Port Angeles School District provided personal insight
about Reading Recovery procedures and policies.

Written

correspondance was conducted with Colin Dunkeld, Portland
State University concerning the required teacher
training.
3.

Personal interviews were conducted with Jane

Walz and Robin McGowen, who were Reading Recovery
teachers in training at Shoreline Elementary School in
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Seattle, Washington. Observations of the lessons yielded
further insight in procedures used in Reading Recovery.
4.

The writer's personal experience was also

considered in the creation of the handbook.

The handbook was formulated using the procedures
mentioned above.

It is organized in a shingle-fashion

for easy access to specific information.
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Section A

Rationale of Reading Recc

When young children experience reading faj
troubling for the teacher and the parents.

The

educational system is organized, young childrer
help after failure has set in.

Remediation corr

Intervention must take place as soon as the chi
exhibit subtle difficulties.
Characteristics of

the Reading Recc

Originally developed by New Zealand child

educator, Marie M. Clay, Reading Recovery is ar

program designed for young children who are ex~

difficulty in their first year of reading instr
Reading Recovery was introduced in the Un
in Columbus, Ohio.

Marie Clay and Barbara Wats

with professors at Ohio State University, namel

Diane DeFord, and Carol Lyons to insure a compl
of the unique nature of Reading Recovery.

Reading Recovery has six theoretical princ
the foundation for the program:
1.

Reading is a strategic process that take

reader's mind.
as they read.

Successful readers access a ran

They make connections between th

what they have acquired from experiences in the
repeated exposure to books.

Good readers corre

according to what makes sense.

The goal of Rea

help poor readers become good readers who can u
effectively.
2.

Reading and writing are interconnected

and write, they make connections that strengthe
Learning in one area enhances learning in the a
3.

Children learn to read by reading whol

whole books allows the reader to complete a seq
to understand how a story flows.

Reading books

model for writing themselves.

Reading Recovery

attention to words or particular sounds within
whole stories.
4.

How reading is taught in school great]

children view reading and the importance of bei

Programs, such as Reading Recovery, immerse chi
reading books and writing stories.

No time is

the blanks on a worksheet.
5.

It is most productive to intervene ear

is locked into a pattern of failure that pervad
at school and home.

Children who are frustrate

school because they don't understand their assi
to feel like failures.
6.

Even the lowest child in a first grade

accelerated progress and catch up with their pe
weeks.

Mary Ann Unger, a Teacher Leader in Por

District, Washington confirmed this statement.

the accelerative nature of the Reading Recovery

strength.

To surrunarize, Reading Recovery is characte

that children must develop independent strategi

reading, that reading and writing are interconn
children learn to read by reading whole books,
taught greatly influences children's view of re

importance, that it is most productive to inter

that acceleration is possible, even for the low
Sources
Pinnell, G.S., DeFord, D.E., Lyons, C.A. (1988)
Recovery: Early intervention for at-risk fi
Arlington, VA: Educational Research service

Unger, M.A. (1992). Monroe Elementary School,
School District. Port Angeles, Washington 9

Ge t t i n g S tart<~ d

Section B
Getting

Started

A Reading Recovery project takes two yea1
takes time to develop awareness about Reading
intervention, for Teacher Leader training and
and to make decisions about implementation.

c

Reading Recovery program operates as a self-ma

Five Step Process for Reading Recovery l
1.

Research the topic; Examine descriptive ma
When school officials become interested i

project, it is suggested that they gather writ

distribute them to appropriate decision makers
school districts and the state.

It is further

planning group be made up of t~achers, princip

Chapter 1 Directors, legislative representativ

from local universities. It is critical to the
program to have all key persons in the various

1.

program, guides the planning process, provides
and site support, and helps to organize a cons
districts to sponsor Teacher-Leader training.
A consortium of school districts or a res
economical.

One Teacher-Leader serves several

districts, decreasing the cost of the training

teachers have been trained for a geographic ar

Leader becomes an advisor and serves in a main
4.

Select Teacher Leaders

Prospective Teacher Leaders must have a~
documented successful teaching at the primary
documented experience in leadership of other a

Those teachers selected for Teacher Leade

sent to Ohio State University for one academi
school, it is advised that two Teacher Leaders
Training may be carried out in a variety
in the form of in-service within school time,
school training, or as university courses for
5.

Apply for information about Teacher Leader

Districts wishing additional information
Leader training may write to the address below
The Ohio State University
Reading Recovery Program
200 Ramseyer Hall
29 West Woodruff Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Applications for sending a Teacher Leader trai
University are also available.
Once trained, a Teacher Leader becomes a
A Teacher-Leader typically trains 12 teachers
Also, Teacher Leaders continue to provide
classroom teachers and reading specialists.

T

textbook adoptions, and can serve on district
Teacher Leaders educate the community about th
rewards of the Reading Recovery program.

Local Implementation
First year:

The Teacher Leader course begins in the F
Spring.

During the year, states and local dis

awareness campaigns to insure that people invc
knowledgeable and involved.

The Leader returr

district and conducts the awareness campaigns
training year.

Second year:
Local implementation begins in August duJ
the Teacher Leader completes training.

The Sf

before the training begins, books and materiaJ

The Teacher Leader initiates the traininc

teachers in August, prior to the start of schc

Workshops teachers are trained to use diagnost
result, teachers are ready to test and select
school begins.

The Teacher Leader supervises

students and gathers data that is sent to Ohic

The Teacher Leader conducts training sesf
individual assistance to teachers in training
academic year, and works with children.

In ac

Leader provides in-service for other district

establishes administrative arrangements necesi
the program and collects data.

As interest increases in Reading Recover·
training will be more available locally, thus

Reading Recovery teachers would be able to woJ

children and complete Teacher Leader requiremE

university and demonstration sites once or tw:

Commuting distance is considered to be no morE
round trip.
The costs involved with implementing and

Recovery projects are funded by Chapter 1, in:

districts, or in some cases the state legisla1

source of funding is the National Diffusion NE

The National Diffusion Network was estab.

way for assisting educators sea~ch for soluti<

educational matters • . operating with the UnitE

of Education, the Network's goal is to identi i
and help to make them available to public and

colleges, and other worthy educational institl

Recovery became a member of the Network in 19E

Currently, there are sixteen approved Tee

training Centers in North America; one in Aue~
and one in Victoria, Australia.

Sources

Pinnell, G.S., DeFord, D.E., Lyons, C.A.
(19E
Recovery: Early intervention for at-risk j
Arlington, VA: Educational Research Servic

Pinnell,G.S. (1991). Restructuring beginnin~
Reading Recovery approach. Phi Delta Kappe
Foundation. Bloomington, IN.
Jongsma, K.S. (1990). Training for Reading RE
The Reading Teacher, 44(3). 272-275.

child then attempts to write it.

Spelling is

rather the child's ability to hear sounds in~
The

responses are scored on the basis of the

the child can write.
6.

Text Reading:

The child is asked to

series of texts of graded difficulty.

The sec

highest level of text the .child can read with
accuracy in word recognition.

Also, miscues c

provide the teacher with evidence about the ct

strategies and to what degree the child is rec
From the lowest 20 percent of the first-

Reading Recovery teacher selects four childrer

students wait until places become available wt
move, or no longer need individual help.

Daily Lesson

Plan

For the first ten days after selection fc

is a period of time, defined as "roaming arour.

teacher and child explore together what the ct

After this initial period, the specific Readir.
begins.

Reading Recovery lessons follow a speci :
one clear objective:

to accelerate the child

faster rate than the learning in the classroov
child work together every day for 30 minutes.
an independent reader, the pupil must do the

J

The teacher's role is to assist the child to l

details about letters and words, that might bE
is no manual or printed sequence of lessons fc
follow.

Reading Recovery lessons are specific

each child to become an independent reader.

1

lesson includes the following components:
1.

Rereading of familiar small books foi

reinforcing new skills.

Some of the familiar

the teacher because they offer certain teachir

opportunities; others are selected by the chi]
of suggested books contains over one thousand

books mentioned can be obtained from the librc
through book clubs.

A bibliography of suggest

found in Section F.

The Story Box books are used in many Reac
classrooms as well.

Developed in New Zealand,

are whole stories told in natural language pa·

fonn for the Story Box books is included in tl
2.

Taking a running record of text read

teacher records the child's independent readi1
miscue coding technique.

The child is expect,

book that was read together the previous day.

expected to read the book with complete accur,

be somewhat difficult, but not so difficult tl
struggles.
has stopped.

T:he teacher may help the child wi1

If the child is reading at 90-9!

for word recognition, the text is probably at
level.

After the lesson the teacher analyzes th,

analysis helps the teacher understand the chi:
make decisions about the next day's selection
3.

Working with letters.

Using plastic

magnetic board, the teacher works through let1
correspondence.

The activities occur during

i

periods in the lesson.
4.

Writing a self-composed sentence or:

helps the child compose a sentence or story

,

composition book.

The child writes the known

teacher assists with the unknown words.

Chile

words and make links between sounds and letteI
5.

Cutting up a duplicate of the sentenc

teacher writes the message or story on a pape!
it up, then puts it back together.
6.

Reading a new book.

Every day the

cl

a new book that is somewhat more challenging t
Rather than reading the book to the child, the
~pend time discussing the pictures, and predic
might be about.

The introduction of the newt

on the child's strengths and needs at that tin

Discontinuing Students

From Readii

Students are tutored until one of two thj
students reach the middle (average) reading gI
"discontinued".

If after approximately 60 les

level of performance is not achieved, the stud

from the program, but not considered to be dis
be referred for further analysis or placed in
such as Special Education.

Standardized tests cannot be used as disc
for any reason.

Discontinuation decisions are

Recovery teacher and the classroom teacher bas
and results from an Individual Reading Invento
Recovery t _e acher remains in touch with the chi
few years.

Sources
Boehnlein, M. (1987). Reading intervention fc
-graders. Educational Leadership, 32-37.
Clay, M.M. (1988).
Research Digest.

Learning to be learning d

Clay M.M. (1979). Stones - the Concepts About
Auckland, New Zealand. Heinemann Educationa
Clay, M.M. (1979b). Sand - the Concepts About
· Auckland, New Zealand. Heinemann Education
Pinnell, G.S. (1989). Reading Recovery: Help
learn to read. The Elementary School Journ
Pinnell, G.S. (1990). Success for low achieve
Recovery. Educational Leadership. 48(1),
Wasik B.A, & Slavin, R.E. (1990). Preventing
failure with one-to-one tutoring: Office c
Research and Improvement.

Section D
A Sampler of

Reading

Recovery

Tea

It is unnecessary to teach most childre1
procedures.

The teacher must select only the

a particular child.

Otherwise the children w:

by completing unnecessary work, thereby wasti1

Reading Recovery procedures are unique ii
following activities were selected as samples
procedures used in Reading Recovery.

Learning about Direction
Observed

Reading

Behaviors:

The child's directional responses to the
book is recorded.

Ask the child to "Read it

i

1.

Show the horizontal direction with aJ

2.

Show the vertical direction by numbeJ
( 3)
(2)
( 1)

3.

Show whether the page was a left or J

4.

Show whether the child used a left OJ

Recovery

Procedures:

Check each new book to see that the star1
page will not confuse the reader.

Control the directional behavior by poin1
starting position on the page or line.

Prevent the child from starting in the w1
gently bringing the child's hand to the c

Starting signals such as a dot (sticker)
indicate the starting point of the text, or fc
a colorful line can be placed down the left si
away with the signals as soon as the child has
the top-left starting position.

Writing Stories
Observed

Reading

Behaviors:

In Reading Recovery early writing is not
words and stories.

Rather it concerns going f ,

words to printed messages.
Recovery

Procedures:

Expand letters and words the child can al
leads the child to produce his own writte
Invite the child to tell a sentence or st
topic of interest, such as some new or ex
experience.
Suggest that a picture be drawn about it
becomes more proficient, the picture may
Have the child tell you a sentence or sto
picture. Repeat the child's story. Writ
down for your own reference.
Review familiar words at the beginning of
Use different mediums to get flexibility
letters, chalk, or a felt pen.

Keep a record of words the child writes i :
track of date the child learned each new

Hearing the Sounds
Observed

Reading

in Wo

Behaviors:

When a child has trouble hearing the ordE
words, the teacher must articulate the words~
naturally.

The child must hear the word spoke

it down into sounds by slowly articulating it.
to show what can be heard with clusters not ir
Recovery

procedures:

Ask the child to clap the parts of words
a few familiar words
Begin with one anc
Make picture cards for simple words.

Prepare some cards on which a square is c
sound segment in words of two, three and
example:
m-e

b-oy

c-a-t

b-oa-t

j~

Have the child watch your lips while you
Use a mirror, if necessary to make the ct
lip and tongue movement.

Model the task for the child. Move pennj
that stand for sounds, not individual let

Linking Sound Sequence with Lett,
Observed

Reading

Behaviors:

There needs to be an exact coordination-ordina
between what the eye sees and what is being re
Recovery

procedures:

If the child finds it hard to go from sot
ask the child to say a familiar word slo~
into boxes in the word diagram for each~
Give the child the exact magnetic letterE
the word be constructed several times.

Ask the child to clap the syllables and E
cut a word into two part. Then have the
story.
)

When a child comes to a problem word in a
beginning letter for him to help with pre
him to "get his mouth ready" to say it.
look at the ending sound. If still unknc
beginning of the sentence. Re-read to ch
last resort, the teacher can tell the chi

When it is Hard to Rememb,
Observed

Reading

Behaviors:

Some children ·have particular difficulty
label for a word, or a name for a letter, or t
characters in a story.
Recovery

procedures:

Use associations that are meaningful to

1

Increase the opportunities to recall; re1
Practice recall on known words
Games are . a good way to practice.

Use different responses like singing, she
playing

Use different mediums such as magnetic lE
-tip markers, cards, paint.
Ask the child to trace the word with fine
saying the word.

(Finger contact is ver1

Repeat the process until the child can
without looking at the copy.

WI

Source

Clay, M.M. (1985). The Early Detection of Reac
Exeter: Heineman.

Section E
Reading

Recovery

Teacher

Leader

Ti

For training information, write to any of the followi1
training sites:
Auckland, New Zealand

Barbara Wat:
Auckland co
52 Epsom Av1
Auckland 3
New Zealand

Melbourne, Australia

Joan Smith
Elaine Furn .
School of E1
La Trobe Un
Bundoora
Victoria 30
Australia

Little Rock, Arkansas

Anne Allen
University 1
Little Rock
College of :
2801 South 1
Little Rock

(501) 569-3 ,

Tucson, Arizona

Kathleen Mel
University 1
Education B1
Second and '
Tucson, AZ

( 602) 621-1.

San Bernardino, California

Gay Su Pinni
California :
san Bernard
5500 Univer:
San Bernard.

( 714) 880-51

Atlanta, Georgia

Clifford Jot
Georgia Stat
Reading Recc
Suite 400
120 Courtlar
Atlanta, Ga
( 404) 651-1~

Chicago, Illinois

Margaret Ga]
National-Lot
18 South Mic
Chicago, IL
( 312) 62 l-9E

Champaign, Ilinois

Jan Gaffney
Jeanette Met
College of E
The Universj
Center fort
174 Childrer
51 Gerty Dd
Champaign, l
(217) 333-7:i

Orono, Maine

Paula Hatfie
University c
Reading Recc
Shibles Hall
Orono, ME C
(207) 581-24

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Irene Founta
Lesley Colle
Reading Recc
14 Wendell s
Cambridge, fJ

(617) 868-96

Rocherster, Michigan

Robert M. Sc
Lee Skandala
Oakland Univ
School of Ed
Ecology
Reading & La
Rocherster,
(303) 370-30

Kalamazoo, Michigan

. Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Jim Burns
Western Mic
Michigan Re
3514 sangre
Kalamazoo,
(616) 387-3

Marlene Mil
Southeast M
Department
One Univers
Scully 313B
Cape Girard
( 314) 651-2

New York, New York

Trika Smith
Jane Ashdow
New York Un
533 Shimkin
50 w. Fourt
New York, N
(212) 998-5

Wilmington, North Carolina

Noel Jones
University
Wilmington
Department
601 South C
Wilmington,
(919) 395-3

Columbus, Ohio

Diane · DeFor
Carol Lyons
The Ohio St
200 Ramseye
29 w. Woodr
Columbus, o
(614) 292-7

Portland, Oregon

Colin Dunke
Portland St
School of E
P.O. Box 75
Portland, O
(503) 725-4

Clemson, South Carolina

Joe Yukish
Clemson Uni
College of
322 Tillman
Clemson, SC
(803) 656-5

Denton, Texas

Billie Aske
Dianne Fras
Texas Woman
College of
Reading &·B
Denton, TX
(817) 898-2

Institute, west Virginia

Noel Bowlin
West Virgin
821 Sulliva
P.O. Box 10
Institute,
( 304) 766-2

Site Coordinators
Addresses of sites to vi

Tucson, Arizona

Patti Lopez
Tuscon Unif
2925 E. Win
Tucson, AZ

Hilo, Hawaii

Nancy Chen
137 S. Wild,
Hilo, HI 9 ·

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

Jay Glover
Harding Elei
411 N. 15th
Coeur d 'Ale:

Chicago, Illinois

Frank Perry
Bureau of E1
1819 w. Per:
Chicago, IL

Champaign, Illinois

Russell Zwo:
College of :
University ,
1310 W. 6th
Champaign,

Louisville, Kentucky

Freda Norve
GHEENS Acad,
4425 Presto:
Louisville,

New York, New York

Angela Jagg.
200 East Bu.
New York Un.
New York, N'

Columbus, Ohio

Carol Lyons
The Ohio St;
200 Remseye:
29 woodruff
Columbus, OJ

Portland, Oregon

Colin Dunke:
Portland St,
P.O. Box 75 :
Portland, OJ

Clemson, South Carolina

Joe Yukish
103 Shaftsb1
Clemson, SC

Summerville, south Carolina

Betty Bosem;
Dorchester :
District #2
102 Greenwa,
Summerville

Carrollton, Texas

Diana GeislE
Carroll ton I
1805 Pearl ~
Carrollton,

Plano, Texas

Gerry Haggai
1517 Avenue
Plano, ISD
Plano, TX

Richardson, Texas

Billie Askm
523 Copper I
Ricliardson,

San Antonio, Texas

Nora Forest,
Northside r:
5900 Evers I
San Antonio

Annandale, Virginia

Nancy DecouLacey Instn
Chapter 1 O:
3705 Crest I
Annandale, ~

Port Angeles, Washington

Mary Ann Un<
Monroe ElemE
102 Monroe I
Port Angele1

Seattle, Washington

Jane Walz
Robin McGow,
Shoreline· E:
18562 First
Seattle, WA

Institute, West Virginia

Noel Bowlin<
821 Sulliva1
Institute, \

Madison, Wisconsin

Mary Hyde
545 W. Daytc
Madison, WI

Halifax,

Joanne Talw,
1649 Brunsw:
Halifix, NS
Canada B3J ~

Nova Scotia, Canada

Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada

Fergus Reed
Mason Road
Junior Publ
78 Mason Ro
Scarborough
Canada MlM

Auckland, New Zealand

Barbara Wat
University ,
College of
52 Epsom Av,
Epsom
Auckland 3
New Zealand

source
Jongsma, K.S. (1989) Reading Recovery:
Teacher. !.J..(2), 184-185.
Update courtesy of Mary o. Fried
Coordinator for Reading Recovery
Ohio State university
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Section F
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SUGGESTED BOOKS USED IN READING RECOVERY
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE FOR YOUNG READERS

Prepared by Barbara Peterson
The following list includes just a sampling of the many
hundreds of exciting books for beginning readers that can be found
in public and school library collections. The level designations
are only approximations, since text difficulty can most
effectively be evaluated with real readers in the context of
classroom and teaching situations. Books at higher levels may be
introduced early in the year for shared reading or as read
-alouds.
Books in levels 1-4 provide strong links to experiences of young
children through the use of familiar concepts and vocabulary,
repetition of natural language patterns, and meaningful
illustrations.
Level 1

Hoban, Tana. 1972. Count and See. New York: Greenwillow.
Hutching, Pat. 1882. 1 Hunter. New York: Greenwillow.
Maris, Ron. 1983. My Book. New York: Viking Penguin.
McMillan, Bruce. 1988. Growing Colors: New York: Lothrop, Lee
Shepard.

&

Level 2

Carle, Eric. 1987. Have You Seen My Cat? Natick, Mass: Picture
Book Studio.
Gorni, Taro. 1977. Where's the Fish? New York: Morrow.
Tafuri, Nancy. 1984. Have You Seen My Duckling? New York:
Greenwillow.
Wildsmith, Brian. 1982. Cat on the Mat. New York: Oxford
University Press.
Ziefert, Harriet, and Simms Taback. 1984a. Where Is My Dinner?
New York: Grossett & Dunlap.
Ziefert, Harriet, and Simms Taback. 1984b. Where Is My Friend?
New York: Grossett & Dunlap.
Level 3

Jonas, Ann. 1986. Now We Can Go. New York: Greenwillow.
Minarik, Else Holrnelund. 1989. It's Spring! Illus. by Margaret
Blay Graham. New York: Greenwillow.
Sawicki, Norma Jean. 1989. The Little Red House. Illus. by Toni
Goffe. New York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard.
Tafuri, Nancy. 1986. Who's Counting? New York: Greenwillow.
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Wildsmith, Brian. 1983. All Fall Down. New York: Oxford University
Press.
Wildsmith, B~ian. 1984. Toot, Toot. New York: Oxford
University Press.
Williams, Sue. 1990. I Went Walking. Illus. by Julie Vivas.
San Diego: Harcourt Brace Javanovich.
Level

4
Kalan, Robert. 1978. Rain. Illus. by Donald Crews, New York:
Greenwillow.
Martin, Bill. 1984. Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
Illus. by Eric Carle. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Peek, Merle. 1981. Roll Over. New York: Clarion.
Tafuri, Nancy. 1988. Spots, Feathers, and Curly Tails. New York:
Greenwillow.

Books in level 5-8 continue to provide support for experiences of
young readers, however language patterns gradually become less
repetitive, and some literary language is introduced. Through
levels 6 and 7 illustrations provide strong support for the
meaning of stories. Around level 8 sentences become longer and
less descriptive of concrete objects and illustrations provide
moderate support. Picture-book versions of familiar songs may be
used within this group of levels.
Level

5
Raffi. 1989. Five Little Ducks. Illus. by Jose Aruego and Ariane
Dewey. New York: Crown.
Sobbs, William. 1984. One, two, Buckle My Shoe. London: Bodley
Head.
Tafuri, Nancy. 1989. The Ball Bounced. New York: Greenwillow.

Level

6
Browne, Anthony. 1988. I Like Books. New York: Knopf.
Browne, Anthony. 1989. Things I like. New York: Knopf.
Burningham, John. 1974. The School. New York: Crowell.
Carter, David. 1988. How Many Bugs in a Box? New York: Simon &
Schuster.
Ginsburg, Mirra. 1972. The Chick and the Duckling. Illus. by
Jose Aruego. New York: Macmillan.
Hellart, Susan. 1989. This Little Piggy. New York: Putnam.
Jones, Carol. 1989. Old MacDonald Had a Farm. New York: Houghton
Mifflin.
Lindgren, Barbo. 1982a. Sam's Cookie. Illus. by Eva Eriksson. New
York: Morrow.
Lindgren, Barbo. 1982b. Sam's Teddy Bear. Illus. by Eva
Eriksson. New York: Morrow.
Lindgren, Barbo. 1983a. Sam's Ball. Illus. by Eva Eriksson. New
York: Morrow.
Lindgren, Barbo. 1983b. Sam's Lamp. Illus. by Eva Eriksson.
New York: Morrow.
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Lundgren, Barbo. 1986. Sam's Wagon. Illus. by Eva Eriksson.
New York: Morrow.
Peek, Merle. 1985. Mary Wore Her Red Dress. New York: Calrion.
Rounds, Glen. 1989. Old MacDonald Had a Fann. New York:
Holiday House.
Level

7

Crews, Donald. 1986. Flying. New York: Greenwillow.
Parkinson, Kathy. 1988. The Fanner in the Dell. Niles, Ill.
Whitman.
Shaw, Charles. 1988. It Looked Like Spilt Milk. New York:
Harper & Row.
Level

8

Burningham, John. 1975. The Blanket. New York: Crowell.
Campbell, Rod. 1984. Henry's Busy Day. New York: Viking.
Christelow, Eileen. 1989. Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the
Bed. New York: Clarion.
Hill, Eric. 1980. Where's Spot? New York: Putnam.·
Jonas, Ann. 1986. Where Can It Be? New York: Greenwillow.
Kraus, Robert. 1974. Hennan the Helper. Illus. by Jose Areugo
and Ariane Dewey. New York: Windmill.
Langstaff, John. 1974. Oh, A-Hunting We Will Go. Illus. by
Nancy Winslow Parker. New York: Atheneum.
Roffey, Maureen. 1982. Home Sweet Home. London: Bodley Head.
Several books in levels 9-12 contain more expanded stories, with
sequences of episodes in which each new event is a result of the
previous action. Illustrations continue to provide moderate
support for the meaning of the text and repetition often occurs in
the fonn of refrains.·
Level

9

Asch, Frank. 1981. Just Like Daddy. Englewood Clifts, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall.
Campbell, Rod. 1982. Dear Zoo. New York: Four Winds.
Galdone, Paul. 1988. Cat Goes Fiddle-i-fee. New York: Clarion.
Henkes, Kevin. 1989. SHHHH. New York. Greenwillow.
Hutchins, Pat. 1968. Rosie's Walk. New York: Macmillan.
Lloyd, David. 1985. Grandma and the Pirate~ Illus. by Gill
Tomblin. New York: Crown.
Maris, Ron. 1984. Is Anyone Home? New York: Greenwillow.
Maris, Ron. 1985. Are You There Bear? New York: Greenwillow.
Stobbs, William. 1987. Gregory's Garden. New York: Oxford
University Press.
West, Colin. 1986a. Have You Seen the Crocodile? New York: Harper
& Row.
West, Colin. 1986b. "Pardon?" Said the Giraffe. New York: Harper
& Row.
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Level 10
Bang. Molly. 1983. Ten, Nine, Eight. New York: Greenwillow.
Brown, Ruth. 1981. A Dark Dark Tale. New York: Dial.
De·Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. 1961. Going For a Walk. New York:
Harper & Row.
Gerstein, Mordicai. 1984. Roll Over! New York: Crown.
Gerstein, Mordicai. 1985. William, Where Are You? New York:
Crown.
Ginsburg, Mirra. 1982. Across the Stream. Illus. by Nancy Tafuri.
New York: Greenwillow.
Goor, Ron, Nancy Goor. 1983. Signs. New York: Crowell.
Rockwell, Anne. 1984. Cars. New York: Dutton.
Rockwell, Harlow. 1980. My Kitchen. New York: Greenwillow.
Stadler, John. 1984. Hooray For Snail! New York: Harper & Row.
Ward,Cindy. 1988. Cookie's Week. Illus. by Tomie de Paola. New
York: Putnam.
Watanabe, Shigeo. 1982. I'm King of the Castle! Illus. by Yasuno
Ohtomo. New York: Philomel.
.
Wheeler, Cindy. 1982.Mannalade's Nap. New York: Knopf.
Wheeler, Cindy. 1983. Mannalade's Snowy Day. New York: Knopf.
Wheeler, Cindy. 1985. Rose. New York: Knopf.
Ziefert, Harriet. 1988. Thank You, Nicky! Illus. by Richard Brown.
New York: Viking Penguin.
Level 11
Ahlberg, Janet, and Allan Ahlberg. 1978. Each Peach Pear Plum. New
York: Viking.
Barton, Byron. 1989. Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs. New York: Crowell.
Gelman, Rita. 1977. More Spaghetti, I Say! Illus. by Jack Kent.
New York: Scholastic.
Hellen, Nancy. 1988 • . The Bus Stop. New York: Orchard Books.
Hennessy, B.G. 1989. The Missing Tarts. Illus . . by Tracey Campbell
Pearson. New York: Viking Kestrel.
Kraus, Robert. 1970. Whose Mouse Are You? Illus. by Jose Aruego.
New York: Macmillan.
Mack, Stan. 1974. Ten Bears in My Bed. New York:· Pantheon.
Rockwell, Anne. 1982. Boats. New York: Dutton.
Stadler, John. 1985. Snail Saves the Day. New York: Harper & Row.
Testa, Fulvio. 1982. If You Take a Paintbrush. New York: Dial.
Level 12
Bonsall, Crosby. 1972. The Day I Had to Play With My Sister. New
York: Harper & Row.
Burningham, John. 1974. The Snow. New York: Crowell.
Burningham, John. 1975a. The Baby. New York: Crowell.
Burningham, John. 1975b. The Cupboard. New York: Crowell.
Burningham, John. 1975c. The Dog; New York: Crowell.
Burningham, John. 1975d. The Friend. New York: Crowell.
Crews. Donald. 1986. Ten Black Dots. New York; Greenwillow.
Ginsburg, Mirra. 1973. Three Kittens. Illus. by Giulio Maestro.
New Yrok: Crown.
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Hutchins, Pat. 1971. Titch. New York: Macmillan.
Keller, Holly. 1883. Ten Sleepy Sheep. New York: Greenwillow.
Kline, Suzy. 1984. Shhhh! Illus. by Dora Leder. Niles, Ill.:
Whitman.
Krauss, Ruth. 1945. The Carrot Seed. Illus. by Crockett Johnson.
New York: Harper & Row.
Long, Earlene. 1984. Gone Fishing. Illus. by Richard Brown. New
York: Houghton Mifflin.
Shulevitz, Uri. 1967. One Monday Morning. New York: Scribner.
Stadler, John. 1987. Three Cheers for Hippo. New York: Crowell.
Taylor, Judy. 1987. My Dog. New York: Macmillan.
Van Laan, Nancy. 1987. The Big Fat Wann. Illus. by Marisabina
Rossa. New York: Knopf.
Watson, Wendy. 1976. Lollipop. New York: Crowell.
Westcott, Nadine Bernard. 1987. Peanut Butter and Jelly. New York:
Dutton.
West. Colin. 1987. "Not Me," Said the Monkey. New York: Harper
6' Row.
The language in books from levels 13-15 becomes increasingly
descriptive through the use of less familiar and more varied
vocabulary, and events are more fully elaborated in longer, more
complex sentences.
Level 13
Barton, Byron. 1973. Buzz Buzz Buzz. New York: Macmillan.
Campbell, Rod. 1985. Misty's Mischief. New York: Viking.
Goenell, Heidi. 1989. If I Were a Penguin. Boston: Little, Brown.
Jonas, Ann. 1982a. Two Bear Cubs. New York: Greenwillow.
Jonas, Ann. 1982b. When You Were A Baby. New York: Greenwillow.
Rockwell, Anne. 1973. The Awful Mess. New York: Four Winds.
Rockwell, Anne, and Harlow Rockwell. 1971. The Tool Box. New York:
Macmillan.
Stinson, Kathy. 1982. Red is Best. Illus. by Robin Baird Lewis.
Toronto: Annick Press.
Tolstoy, Alexei. 1968. The Great Big Enonnous Turnip. Illus. by
Helen Oxenbury. New York: Watts.
Level 14
Barchas, Sarah. 1975. I Was Walking Down the Road. New York:
Scholastic.
Barton. Byron. 1981. Building a House. New York: Greenwillow.
Brown, Margaret Wise. 1974. Goodnight Moon. New York: Harper &
Row.
Butler, Dorothy. 1989. My Brown Bear Barney. Illus. by Elizabeth
Fuller. New York: Greenwillow.
Hutchings, Pat. 1983. You'll Soon Grow Into Them, Titch. New
York: Greenwillow.
Kraus, Robert. 1986. Where Are You Going, Little Mouse? Illus.
by Jose Aruego and Adriane Dewey. New York: Greenwillow.Kraus,
Robert. 1987. Come Out and Play, Little Mouse. Illus. by Jose

I
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Aruego and Ariane
Robart, Rose. 1986.
Kovalski. Boston:
Spier, Peter. 1978.
Taylor, Judy. 1987.

Dewey. New York: Greenwillow.
The Cake That Mack Ate. Illus. by Maryann
Little, Brown.
Bored-Nothing to Do! New York: Doubleday.
My Cat. New York: Macmillan.

Level 15
Ehlert, Lois. 1987. Planting a Rainbow. San Diego: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich.
Fox, Mem. 1987. Hattie and the Fox. Illus. by Patricia Mullins.
New York: Bradbury.
Guilfoile, Elizabeth. 1957. Nobody Listens to Andrew. Illus. by
Mary Stevens. Cleveland: Modern Curriculum Press.
Hayes, Sarah, and Helen Craig. 1986. This is the Bear. New York:
Harper & Row.
Kline, Suzy. 1985. Dant Touch! Illus. by Dora Leder. Niles, Ill.:
Whitman.
McPhail, David. 1984. Fix-it. New York: Dutton.
Nodset, Joan. 1936. Who Took the Farmer's Hat? Illus. by Fritz
Siebel. New York: Harper & Row.
Rosen, Michael. 1989. We're Going on a Bear Hunt. Illus. by Helen
Oxenbury. New York: Macmillan.
Serfozo, Mary. 1989. Who Wants One? Illus. by . Keiko Narahashi.
New York: Macmillan."
·
Seuss, Dr. 1960. Green Eggs and Ham. New York: Random House.
Wood, Audrey. 1984. The Napping House. Illus. by Don Wood. San
Diego: Harcourt Brace Javanovich.

Many books in levels 16-20 feature sequences of episodes that are
organized into paragraphs and extend over many pages. The
illustrations enhance the story but rarely provide clues to
specific words in the literary text. Themes continue to be
closely related to personal experiences, however the characters
are fictional personalities and episodes develop around
imaginative events.
Included into this range of levels are many
poetry collections, picture-book versions of familiar folk tales
and special publisher's series designed for young readers.
Level 16
Alexander, Martha. 1969. Blackboard Bear. New.York: Dial.
Alexander, Martha. 1980. We're in Big Trouble, Blackboard Bear.
New York: Dial.
Barton, Byron. 1975. Hester. NewYork: Greenwillow.
Bennett, Jill. 1986. Teeny Tiny. Illus. by Tomie de Paola. New
York: Putnam.
Bonsall, Crosby. 1974. And I Mean It, Stanley. New York: Harper &
Row.
Carle, Eric. 1984. The Very Busy Spider. New York: Harper & Row.
Charlip, Remy. 1964. Fortunately. New York: Macmillan.
Hutchins, Pat. 1973. Goodnight OWl. Viking Penguin.
Hutching, Pat. 1978. Happy Birthday Sam. Viking Penguin.
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Jonas, Ann. 1984. The Quilt. New York: Greenwillow.
Kalan, Robert. 1981. Jump, Frog, Jump! Illus. by Byron Barton.
New York: Greenwill9w.
Kent, Jack. 1971. The. Fat Cat. New York: Scholastic.
Kovalski, Maryann. 1987. The Wheels on the Bus. Boston: Little,
Brown.
Kuskin, Karla. 1959. Just Like Everyone Else. New York: Harper &
Row.
Kraus, Robert. 1971. Leo the Late Bloomer. Illus. by Jose Aruego.
New York: Windmill.
Mayer, Mercer. 1968. There's a Nightmare in My Closet. New York;
Dial.
McLoad, Emilie. 1975. The Bear's Bicycle. Illus. by David McPhail.
Boston. Little, Brown.
Minarik, Else Holmelund. 1968. A Kiss for Little Bear. Illus. by
Maurice Sendak, New York: Harper & Row.
Ormerod, Jan. 1985. The Story of Chicken Licken. New York:
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard.
·
Rice, Eve. 1981. Benney Bakes a Cake. New York: Greenwillow.
Riddell, Chris. 1986. Ben and the Bear. New York: Harper & Row.
Seuling, Barbara. 1976. The Teeny Tiny Woman. New York: Viking.
Testa, Fulvio. 1982. If You Take a Pencil. New York: Dial.
Well, Rosemary. 1973. Noise Nora. New York: Dial.
Level

17

Ahlberg, Janet, and Allen Ahlberg. 1980. Funnybones. New York:
Morrow.
Adoff, Arnold. 1988. Greens. Illus, by Betsy Lewin. New York:
Lothrop, Lee & Shapard. (Poems).
Bridwell, Norman. 1985. Clifford the Big Red Dog. New York:
Scholastic.
Clifton, Lucille. 1970. Some of the Days of Everett Anderson.
Illus. by Evaline Ness. New York: Holt. (Poems).
Flack, Marjorie. 1960. Ask Mr. Bear. New York: Macmillan.
Galdone, Paul. 1968. Henny Penny. New York: Clarion.
Galdone, Paul. 1972. The Three Bears. New York: Clarion.
Galdone, Paul. 1973. The Little Red Hen. New York: Clarion.
Hurd, Edith Thatcher. 1985. Johnny's Lion's Book. Illus. by
Clement Hurd. New York: Harper & Row.
Hutchins, Pat. 1986. The Doorbell Rang. New York: Greenwillow.
Isadora, Rachel. 1976. Max. New York: Macmillan.
Johnson, Crockett. 1955. Harold the the Purple Crayon. New York:
Harper & Row.
Lobel, Arnold. 1972. Mouse Soup. New York: Harper & Row.
Mayer, Mercer. 1987. There's an Alligator Under My Bed. New York:
Dial.
Mayer, Mercer. 1988. There's Something in My Attic. New York:
Dial.
Nicoll, Helen. 1976. Meg and Mog. Illus. by Jan Pienkowski. New
York: Viking Penguin. (There are several books about Meg and
Mog.)
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Peppe, Rodney. 1970. The House That Jack Built. New York:
Delacorte.
Roy, Ron. 1979. Three Ducks Went Walking. Illus. by Paul Galdone.
New York: Scholastic.
Shulevitz, Uri. 1969. Rain Rain Rivers. New York: Farrar, Straus
& Giroux.
Udry, Jariice May. 1970. Let's be Enemies. Illus. by Maruice
Sendak. New York: Harper & Row.
Vipont, Elfida. 1969. The Elephant and the Bad Baby. Illus. by
Raymond, Briggs. New York: Coward.
Level

18

.Asch, Frank. 1980. The Last Puppy. Englewood Clifts, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall.
Carle, Eric. 1970. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. New York:
Philomel.
Cummings. Pat. 1985. Jimmy Lee Did It. New York: Lothrop, Lee
& Shepard.
Dabcovich, Lydia. 1985. Mrs. Huggins and Her Hen Hannah. New
York: Dutton.
De Paola, Tomie. 1973. "Charlie Needs a Cloak". Englewood Clifts,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
Emberley, Barbara. 1967. Drummer Hoff. Illus. by Ed Emberley.
Englewood Clifts, N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
Jonas, Ann. 1985. The Trek. New York: Greenwillow.
Joyce, William. 1985. George Shrinks. New York: Harper & Row.
Keats, Ezra Jack. 1962. The Snowy Day. New York: Viking.
Knight, Joan. 1989. Tickle-Toe Rhymes. Illus. by John Wallner. New
York:Orchard Books/Watts.
.
Krasilovsky, Phyllis. 1950. The Man Who Didn't Do His Dishes.
Illus. by Barbara Cooney. New York: Doubleday.
Lionni, Leo. 1959. Li·ttle Blue and Little Yellow. New York: Astor
Honor.
Marshall, Edward. 1981. Three By the Sea. Illus. by James
Marshall. New York: Dial.
Martin, Bill and John Archambault. 1989. Chicka Chicka Boom Boom.
Illus. by Lois Ehlert. New York: Simon & Schuster.
Sendak, Maurice. 1963. Where the Wild Things Are. New York: Harper
& Row.
Suess, Dr. 1967. The Cat in the Hat. New York: Random House.
Level

19

Brown, Ruth. 1985. The Big Sneeze. New York: Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard.
Browne, Anthony. 1989. Bear Goes to Town. New York: Doubleday.
Burningham,John. 1970. Mr. Gumpy's Outing. New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston.
Burningham, John. 1976. Mr. Gumpy's Motor Car. New York: Crowell.
Carle, Eric. 1977. The Grouchy Ladybug. New York: Crowell.
Galdone, Paul. 1975. The Gingerbread Boy. New York: Clarion.
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Hennessy, B.G. 1990. Jake Baked the Cake. Illus. by Mary Morgan.
New York: Viking.
Hutchins, Pat. 1969. The Surprise Party. New York: Macmillan.
Lobel, Arnold. 1970. Frog and Toad Are Friends. New York: Harper
& Row.
Lobel, Arnold. 1971. Frog and Toad Together. New York: Harper &
Row.
McGovern, Ann. 1968. Stone Soup. Illus. by Nola Langer. New York:
Scholastic.
Murphy, Jill. 1984. What Next Baby Bear? New York: Dial.
Oppenhein, Joanne. 1986. You Can't Catch Me. Illus. by Andrew
Shachat. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Rice, Eve. 1977. Sam Who Never Forgets. New York: GEeenwillow.
Rylant, Cynthia. 1989. Henry and Mudge and the Forever Sea. Illus.
by Sucie Stevenson. New York: Bradbury. (There are several other
books about Henry and Mudge.)
Stevens, Janet. 1987. The Three Billy Goats Gruff. San Diego:
Harcourt Brace Javanovich.
Level 20
Allen, Pam. 1982. Who Sank The Boat? New York: Coward-Mccann.
Bang. Molly Garret. 1976. Wiley and the Hairy Man. New York:
Macmillan.
Bennett, Jill, collector. 1987. Noisy Poems. Illus. by Nick
Sharratt. New York: Oxford University Press.
Carle, Eric. 1989. Eric Carle's ANIMALS ANIMALS. 1989. New York:
Philomel. (Poems).
Crowe, Robert L. 1980. · Tyler Toad the Thunder. Illus. by Kay
Chorao. New York: Dutton.
De Paola, Tamie. 1989 •. The Art Lesson. New York: Putnam.
Fisher, Aileen. 1986. When It Comes to Bugs. Illus. by Chris &
Bruce-Degen. New York: Harper & Row. (Poems).
Fisher, Aileen. 1988. The House of a Mouse. Illus. by Joan Sandin.
New York: Harper & Row.
Galdone, Paul. 1976. The Magic Porridge Pot. New York: Clarion.
Heine. Helme. 1983. The Most Wonderful Egg in the World. New York:
Atheneum.
Haberman, Mary Ann. 1978. A House is a House for Me. Illus. by
Betty Fraser. New York: Viking.
Haberman, Nary Ann. 1981. Yellow Butter Purple Jelly Red Jam Black
Bread. Illus. by Chaya Burstein. New York: Viking. (Poems).
Hogrogian, Nanny. 1971. One Fine Day. New York: Macmillan.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, selector. 1984. Surprises. Illus. by Megan
Lloyd. New York. Harper & Row.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett. 1990. Good Books, Good Times! New York:
Harper & Row.
Hutchins, Pat. 1974. The Wind Blew. New York: Viking.
Hutchins. Pat. 1985. The Very Worst Monster. New York: Greenwillow.
Hutchins, Pat. 1988. Where's the Baby? New York: Greenwillow.
Jonas, Ann. 1983. Round Trip. New York: Greenwillow.
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Kasza, Keiko. 1987. The Wolf's Chicken Stew. New York: Putnam.
Kuskin, Karla. 1980. Dogs ·& Dragons, Trees & Dreams. New York:
Harper & Row. (Poems).
Livingston, Myra Cohn. 1884. A song I Sang to You. Illus •. by
Nargot Tornes. San Diego: Harcourt Brace Javanovich.
Merriam, Eve. 1985. Blackbery Ink. Illus by Hans Wilhelm. New
York: Morrow. (Poems).
Merriam, Eve. 1989. A Poem for a Pickle-Funnybone Verses. Illus.
by Sheila Harnanaka. New York: Morrow.
Preston, Edna Mitchell. _1 974. Squawk to the Moon, Little Goose.
Illus. by Barbara Cooney. New York: Viking.
Reinl. Edna.' 1983. The Three Little Pigs. Natick, Mass.: Picture
Book Studio.
Rice, Eve. 1989. Peter's Pockets. Illus. by Namey Winslow Parker.
New York: Greenwillow.,
Sendak, Maurice. Chicken Soup With Rice. New York: Harper & Row.
Slobodkina, Esphyr. 1968. Caps for Sale. New York: Harper & Row.
Stevenson, James. 1977. "Could Be Worse!" New York: Greenwillow.
Tresselt, Alvin. 1964. The Mitten. Illus. by Yaroslava. New York:
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard.
Zernach, Margot. 1987. The Little Red Hen. New York: Farrar,
Straus, & Giroux.
Zolotow, Charlotte. 1984. I Know a Lady. Illus, by James
Stevenson. New York: Greenwillow.
Source
DeFord, O., Lyons, c., & Pinnell, G.S., (1991). Reading Recovery:
Bridges to Literacy. Exeter, NH: Heinemann Educational Books.

M1n1-Grant and

Order Forms

Ellensburg School District No. 401
1300 East Third Avenue
Ellensburg, Washington 98926-3599
(509)925-0848
CHAPTER 2 MINI-GRANTS
A "Fall Round" of Mini-Grant applications will be undertaken for the 1992 - 93 School Year.
These funds come from Federal Chapter 2 funds and must be used within the guidelines provided
by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. They cannot be used to
supplant, i.e., to provide resources which ordinarily would be purchased by the Ellensburg
School District.
The intent of this effort is to encourage members of the staff to apply and receive authorization
for implementing their project in the early Fall. A limited number of grants will be approved
this fall with a fund maximum of $3,400.
Applications may be filed for any topic. They will be evaluated by the Mini-Grant Committee
for the merit of each application and will be funded according to the following guidelines:
- All proposed Mini-Grant programs must be open to all interested school personnel. They may
be for individuals or small, limited groups.
- . Proposals using these funds to meet the educational needs of students at risk
and innovative projects to enhance the educational program and climate of the
school will be given preferential consideration.

- The maximum amount of each grant will be $800. There is no minimum.
- Proposals may request funds for honoraria, films, tapes, videos, and other materials to be
utilized in training sessions or with students. They can also be used for limited contract
services, student and staff transportation and limited use of substitutes. A specific list of
approved funding activities is available.
- Mini-Grant awards may not be used to purchase eguipment unless that equipment is used as a
part of an instructional program and time and effort records are maintained.

- Proposals must identify the target population of staff and/or students to be served. All
applications must be signed by the Building Principal.
- Applications are to be submitted to the Mini-Grant Committee, ATIENTION: Al Moss.
- All applications will be reviewed and a response will be given to the applicant.
- Successful grant applicants will be asked to submit a short final report to the Mini- Grant
Committee.
APPLICATIONS DUE Oct. 15, 1992

GRANTS WILL BE AWARDED BY Oct. 30, 1992

MONIES MUST BE SPENT BETWEEN BY JUNE 1 6,

1 99 3
~- 1

(
,,. unity Schools
S~·r\J. Sprague
925--0818

Ellensburg H.S.
1300 E. Third
925-6185

Lincoln Elementary
200 S. Sampson
962-9831

Morgan Middle
400 E. Flrst Ave.
962-9878

Ml Stuart Elemmluy
705 W. Fifteenth Ave.
925-9848

Valley View Elemenluy
1508 East 3rd Ave.
925-7316

All eduaition progmms 1111d servias 11rt 11TJaiJ.abk and prot,itlld lo ,JI shulettts rrgardkss of raa, co/Qr, national origin, sa or lu,1tdiCllp.
(Titk IX arid Sec. 504 Compliana CtH,rdms1tm i5,1M District SllJlfflNtendent 925-0848)

Wa,hington
506 N. Sprague

Ellenabuq School Dlatrlct
Mini-Grant Application
Project Amount

1. Project Number
(Leave Blank)

(Leave Blank)

2. Project Title
(5 words or less)

3. Project Author(s)
Principal
4. Program Participants (For non-Teachers mark "Other")
No. of Project
Participants

Pre
K
K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Teachers
Students
Others

5. Budget Summary

500 Supplies and Materials
600 Instructional Materials
700 Contractual Services
800 Travel
6. Educational Need, Problem or Opportunity:

Sub Total

11

12

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, and RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
. - The purpose of this study was to develop a handbook
designed for use by primary teachers who are interested
in preventing reading failure through a program known as
Reading Recovery.

The goal of this handbook was to

increase knowledge of Reading Recovery.
The operative word in the above paragraph
"prevent".

is

Whether a district chooses to adopt Reading

Recovery or another early intervention program, the key
is to address reading problems early in the primary
grades, specifically in first grade.
It is the author's opinion that Reading Recovery's
greatest strengths are:

1)

the belief that reading

difficulties are more easily solved when addressed early
in the first few months of instruction when children are
the most excited about learning to read, and 2) that
Reading Recovery is based on sound principles of
learning.

Reading whole books and writing whole stories

that are interesting and meaningful to the child, at a
level in which the child feels successful definitely
increases the likelihood of a successful reading
experience.
It is the author's opinion that the greatest
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weakness of Reading Recovery is that it is expensive to
take part in the training if a training site is too far
away to drive.

Many districts are not willing to fly the

prospective Reading Recovery teacher to the training site
every week, and the prospective teacher and her student
three or four times during the year.

Conclusions
Reading Recovery is an effective program for those
eight to twelve children who are selected each year for
help during their first grade year.

For those students

who qualify, but must wait for help is a tragedy.
Unfortunately, that is the nature of remedial programs.
There are more children who need help than get it.
It is the author's opinion, that Reading Recovery's
policy of refusing services to a child who has been
retained in kindergarten or first grade is unfortunate.
Clay herself says that a child can be behind for reasons
that have nothing to do with ability.

Circumstances such

as divorce, abuse, high mobility, or death in the family,
can cause a child to struggle.

Maybe the child should

have been selected for Reading Recovery, but wasn't.
screening process is flawless.

No

To assume that a child is

beyond the kind of help Reading Recovery can offer at age
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seven is a crime.

Recommendations
Part of Reading Recovery's success may be
attributed to the one on one working of a t~acher witn a
student.

Of course regular classrooms cannot work with

studepts one-to-one, but by significantly reducing cl~ss
size to 12-15 students in all first grade classrooms, it
is highly likely that children might get the special
attention they may require.

Teachers must be given the

flexipility to get to know the students, meet their
individual needs, and build on their individual strensths
and interests.
The author also recommends that only experienced,
successful teachers be offered first grade teaching
assignments.
good start.

It's imperative that children get off to a
Reading Recovery teachers are selected only

if they have had a successful teaching experience,
pref~rably in the primary grades.

All first grade

children should have the benefit of such consideration.
Parent involvement must be encouraged, if not
required.

Parents of Reading Recovery students often

attend class to better understand what their child is
learning, and how they can help at home.

Therefore, the
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author recommends that classroom teachers call or make a
home visit to the parents of your students prior to the
beginning of school in the fall.

Introduce yourself and

briefly discuss your plans for the coming school year.
At that time ask the parents how they wish to be
involved.

Involvement may be anything from baking

cookies for the Christmas party to working with a child
who might need help during the upcoming year.

Anything

is acceptable, but the parents must have a response.
This early visit sets the tone for the entire year.

The

parents have a clear understanding that their involvement
is valued.
If all first grade classrooms had 12-15 students,
who were taught by successful, experienced teachers, and
had involved parents, populations in Reading Recovery,
Chapter 1, and Special Education would greatly diminish.
To meet the needs of the children who still need
additional help, the author recommends that Chapter 1 and
Special Education meet the challenge to restructure
remedial programs to better serve those students who
participate in them.
The goal of educating children is the hope that
they will become competent, life-long learners for whom
reading is an integral part of their lives.

Children who
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fail to learn to read during their first year of school
often never succeed, consequently many may drop out.
Reading Recovery is one of several early intervention
programs that have proven successful with children who
are at-risk of reading failure.

The author suggests that

several programs should be evaluated to determine which
one is the most feasible for your particular district.
In order to produce a literate society, everyone
must take an active role.

Not only those involved with

education directly, but business people in the community
as well need to realize that children's success in school
is the only way to prepare a literate society that is up
to the demands of the future.
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